National Academy of Sciences a Nest of
Anti-Family, Anti-Free Speech
Atheists, New Book by Robert Bowie
Johnson, Jr. Says
Hierarchy Forces “False” Notion of Worm, Reptile Descent on School Children
ANNAPOLIS, Md., April 15 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Solving Light Books
announced today the release of its new title by Robert Bowie Johnson, Jr.,
“Sowing Atheism: The National Academy of Sciences’ Sinister Scheme to Teach
Our Children They’re Descended from Reptiles” (ISBN: 978-0-9705438-5-1). The
entire 128-page expose is available now as a free download at
www.solvinglight.com. The printed version of “Sowing Atheism” will be
available April 25th.

Mr. Johnson, who holds a general science degree from West Point, wrote
“Sowing Atheism” in response to the book, “Science, Evolution, and
Creationism” published in January by the National Academy of Sciences (NAS).
The NAS sent its book to educators, school boards, and science teachers
throughout the country.

According to Johnson, the NAS book falsely affirms that molecules-to-man
evolution is a “fact” when, in reality, it does not even meet the minimum
conditions for a valid theory of science. “The NAS fails to present any bona
fide evidence for the spontaneous chemical generation of life from dead
matter, for the evolution of the sexes, or for what it calls ‘speciation,’
the alleged evolution of one species into another over vast eons of time,”
Mr. Johnson said.
To conceal the lack of evidence for its evo-atheism (evolutionist-atheism),
Mr. Johnson writes, the NAS resorts to repetitive false affirmations,
disguised tautologies, authoritative obfuscations, baiting and switching, and
smearing apostate Christian lipstick on its atheist pig-all in order to
mislead and manipulate its audience. “It’s smoke and mirrors, philosophy and
empty seduction, not evidence-based inductive science,” Mr. Johnson said.
According to Mr. Johnson’s book, evo-atheism is fundamentally and
intrinsically a belief-system, a religion. By insinuating its evo-atheistic
religion into public school classrooms as the only approved belief-system in
that environment, the NAS violates the intent and spirit of the establishment
clause of the First Amendment to the Constitution, and suppresses free speech
and free thought.
Mr. Johnson urges concerned citizens to take advantage of the free download,
read it critically, send it to educators and school boards in their area, and
encourage others to do the same.
Mr. Johnson is also the author of “The Parthenon Code: Mankind’s History in
Marble” and “Noah in Ancient Greek Art.”
More information: www.solvinglight.com.
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